
SpyGlass™ ESP  
Quick Start Guide



Begin at the “My Sizings” page after 

opening SpyGlassTM. This will list all the 

sizings, scenarios, and performance 

evaluations that the user has generated  

in reverse chronological order. 

Select one of the sizings to continue 

working on or begin a new sizing by  

left-clicking the “Create Sizing” button 

above the table on the right-hand side  

of the window. 
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Create a New Sizing

1. Log into SpyGlassTM

2. Left-click the “Create Sizing” button

3. Enter the associated data for your sizing: 

a. Enter a Sizing Name 

b. Select the Well 

c. Select the Appropriate Unit System 

d. Select Save in the Top Right

4. The tabs on the top left will be enabled once 

saved. Select the “Well” tab and enter the 

appropriate input data. The tab key can be 

used to navigate from one box to the next. 

Two types of data entry exist in SpyGlass: 

a. A searchable table nested within the  

       box that is clicked on 

b. A box for numerical entry 
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5. Once the Well page is completed, select  

the “Parameters” tab on the top left  

of the screen. 

6. The “Parameters” tab is where you will 

select the equipment for your design. Four 

additional functionalities may assist you in 

designing your ESP.  

a. First, you can enable the charts by  

       selecting the graph icon next to the  

       scenario dropdown. The pump table  

       and a dropdown menu for other  

       necessary charts will appear.  
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b. Second is the calculator icon which sits  

       next to the charts. This will open the  

       side calculator on the right-hand side  

       of your screen. Each component has a  

       calculator icon which is a quick  

       navigation to the calculations specific  

       to that component.  

c. The third function is a toggle on the  

       top right of each piece of equipment.  

       When this is toggled on, a graph  

       related to the performance of that  

       piece of equipment will appear. 
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1. d. Lastly, the fourth function is the  

       built-in alerts for each piece of  

       equipment. If there is a caution (orange)  

       or warning (red) relating to the  

       equipment specs, the box surrounding  

       the equipment will appear as the  

       warning color, and the bell at the top  

       left will show the number of total alerts.  

       When the bell is clicked, it will open a  

       window showing the specific alerts. 

2. Once your sizing is completed, saving all 

the changes you have made is best.  

A customizable PDF of the sizing can be 

created by clicking the three-button menu 

and selecting the “Generate Report” 

option in the top right of the screen. 
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a. On the reporting page, you can select  

       reports only pertinent to the end user.  

       There is an option to select all reports  

       quickly. This is done by selecting the  

       green “Add All Scenarios” button on  

       the top left of the reports page.  

b. A report preview will be displayed on  

       the right-hand side of the screen. When  

       ready to print to PDF, click the blue  

       “Print Report” button.  

c. You can save the report to your  

       computer for later use.  
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For more information, contact your Halliburton 
representative or visit us at halliburton.com 

Sales of Halliburton products and services will be in accord solely 
with the terms and conditions contained in the contract between 
Halliburton and the customer that is applicable to the sale. 
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